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z Challenging Behavior- defintion 

Behavior exhibited by a child that results in self-injury or injury to 

others, causes damage to the physical environment, interferes 

with the acquisition of a new skill, and/ or socially isolates the 

child 





z 

What do you already see (know)? 

And what can you find out about what is happening under the surface? 



Forms of Challenging Behavior 

Aggressions Tantrums Self-injuries 

Hitting 

Scratching 

Kicking 

Biting 

Pinching 

Throwing 
objects 

Crying 

Screaming 

Whining 

 

Scratching 

Biting 

Pinching 

Self-choking 

Eye-gouging 



High quality caregiving + high quality 
environments ≠ No challenging behavior 
 
 

 
Addressing challenging behavior = Promoting 
the development of social competence 
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Early Predictors 

•Temperamental 

Difficulties 

•Early Aggression 

•Language 

Difficulties 

•Noncompliance 
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Family Factors 

•Maternal Depression 

•Harsh Parenting 

•Stressful Family Life 

Events 

•Low Social Support 

•Family Instability 

 

 



Young Children with Challenging 
Behavior: 

 

Are rejected by peers 

Receive less positive   
 feedback 

Do worse in school 

Are less likely to be 
  successful in 
 kindergarten 
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Preschool children are three times more likely to 
be “expelled” than children in grades K-12 

 

(Gilliam, 2005) 
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“If a child doesn’t know how to read, we teach.” 

“If a child doesn’t know how to swim, we teach.” 

“If a child doesn’t know how to multiply, we teach.” 

“If a child doesn’t know how to drive, we teach.” 

“If a child doesn’t know how to behave,  we… 

… teach?… punish?” 
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z Daily Routines 



z Transitions 



z 

1, 2, 3 STEPS to positive behavior 
modification 

 Here’s what I need you to do 

 If you can’t do it yourself, I will help you 

 Ok, I see you need help 



Friendship Skills 

• Gives suggestions (play 

organizers) 

• Shares toys and other 

materials 

• Takes turns (reciprocity)  

• Is helpful 

• Gives compliments 

• Understands how and 

when to give an apology 

• Begins to empathize 
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Would it be safe? 

Would it be fair? 

How would everyone feel? 

Problem Solving Steps 
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Step 2 



I like talking and playing  
with my friends 

at school. 



My Friends get sad or mad 
when I hit, kick, use mean 
words, or take toys. 

Sometimes, I want to play 
with what my friends are 
playing with. 

When I play, I sometimes feel like taking toys, 
using mean words, or hitting and kicking. 



If I want to join in play, I need to join nicely 
or ask to play with my friends’ toys. 

I can say, “Can I play with that toy?” 
or “Can I play with you?”. 

Can I play with you? 



I CAN BE A SUPER FRIEND  

I can join my friends and play nicely.     ________ 

I can take turns nicely.                          ________ 

I can go with the flow.                           ________ 

I can stop, think, and do.                        ________ 

DATE:  ___________ 



Paint the Picture, a Visual Can 

Speak a Thousand Words…  
 

 

• Photograph schedules give children a clear sense of 

time and expectations within a routine  

 

• Mini schedules allow for predictability with individual 

activities within the daily schedule  

 

• Activity task sequences represents steps within an 

activity  

 

• Visual cues can be used to communicate clear 

expectations 



Young children are driven by emotions, not 

logic, so irrational behavior is normal and to 

be expected. The part of the brain that 

controls emotions and actions — that allows 

us to think, plan and problem-solve — doesn’t 

start to develop until close to age 3. Most kids 

cannot consistently self-regulate until age 5 

or 6; even then, it is a skill that most of us are 

working on into adulthood. 



Toddlers are becoming increasingly aware 

that they are separate beings—that they can 

have different thoughts and feelings from 

others. This means that while they want to 

sleep in your bed, they know this is not what 

you have in mind. 



Toddlers have strong feelings but few tools 

for managing them at this young age. Think 

about it—many adults are still working on 

being aware of their feelings and choosing to 

act on them in healthy ways. 



Stay in control when your child is spiraling 

out of control. Managing your emotions and 

reactions is one of most important tools at 

your disposal.  



Randomized trial looking at 

performance under smiling versus no 

smiling conditions: 

Those in the smile group perceived 

the world in a better light: To them,  
boring material was more interesting,  

neutral images looked more positive,  

even bland drinks seemed tastier 

 

PLUS, people who smile more live an 

average of 7 years longer than those 

who smile less 

Mirror Neurons 



Do not intimidate the child (get on the child’s 

level) 
Your eye’s below the child’s 

Use a calm voice 

Fewer words the better 

Non-threatening body posture 
Do not stand over the child 

Stand to the side 

Caring statements 

Empathy, perspective-taking, 

encouragement 

Give the child a way out 

Alternative activity, “Not now, later,” “why 

don’t you take a break and get some 

water” 
Avoiding shaming, ridiculing, and/or 

embarrassing the child 

De-escalating Strategies 




